How to find us

Arriving by car:

Enclosed you will find a map of the Ruhr-University Bochum in which the parking facilities are marked (see "Parking at the RUB").

We have reserved a parking space for you in the parking area "PB". To get there, leave the Universitätsstraße UNI MITTE and keep to the far left. At the entrance to the university campus, take the left lane and turn left into the multi-storey car park. You will see a yellow control room with bus stops. You drive left towards the bus stops, behind the bus stops there is the barrier to the visitors' car park “PB” which will be opened for you when you inform them that we have reserved a space for you.

How to get from the visitor parking to our office IB 5, 183:

The attached "Campusplan RUB" will help you here. In the visitors' car park, take the elevator one floor up opposite the yellow control room. At the top walk in the direction of the GSL ("GSL" can be read on the white building). Use the spiral staircase or the elevator in front of the building named GSL to go down one floor. Coming out of the elevator, turn left around the building and walk straight ahead. Before the first building (IA) turn right until you reach an automatic door on the left. Go through the door and continue straight on until you reach the IB building. Take the elevator to floor E5. Take the left door and walk through the corridor to the end. The office is at the end of the corridor on the left.

We are in the north, i.e. the side facing the UNI-CENTER.

Arriving by underground: Take the U35 to the “Ruhr-Universität” stop.

How to get from the underground station to our office IB 5, 183:

Take the attached "Campusplan RUB". Coming from the underground, turn right after leaving the station towards Ruhr-University. Turn left in the direction of “SSC” ("SSC" can be read on the white building), then take the elevator or the stairs one floor down. Turn left around the building and walk straight ahead. Turn right before the first building (IA) until you reach an automatic door on the left. Go through the door and continue straight on until you reach the IB building. Take the elevator to floor E5. Take the left door and walk through the corridor to the end. The office is at the end of the corridor on the left.

For assistance, please call: 0234 32 28607